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Will has always wanted a tattoo, but never
found a good enough reason to take the
plunge. When his girlfriend breaks up with
him, he decides a break up tattoo might be
the perfect solution to put his mind at ease.
The perfect opportunity arises when a
strangely arousing, black man arrives as
the nude model for his art class, covered in
ink, but when Will drives to his shop he
quickly realizes that hes crossed over onto
the wrong side of town... And crossed the
line between straight and gay! As the only
client for the night, this suburban white boy
suddenly finds himself surrounded by a
group of horny black tattoo artists, and
when his wallet goes missing, Will is
forced to pay on their terms with a rough,
interracial gangbang! This is a 4,100 word
hardcore gay gangbang story, featuring
double penetration, double anal, straight to
gay turning and rough interracial sex.
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